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The #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time celebrates 25 years with new covers and a
new, easy-to-use numbering system!Catch the wave! That's what Jack and Annie do when the
Magic Tree House whisks them back to a Hawaiian island of long ago. They learn how to surf
and have a great time—until strange things start happening. Jack and Annie soon discover the
cause: A tidal wave is headed their way! Can they help save their new friends in time?Did you
know that there’s a Magic Tree House book for every kid?Magic Tree House: Adventures with
Jack and Annie, perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter booksMerlin Missions: More
challenging adventures for the experienced readerSuper Edition: A longer and more dangerous
adventureFact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your favorite Magic Tree House adventures



Dear Reader,Did you know there’s a Magic Tree House® book for every kid? From those just
starting to read chapter books to more experienced readers, Magic Tree House® has something
for everyone, including science, sports, geography, wildlife, history…and always a bit of mystery
and magic!Happy reading!Here’s what kids and grown-ups have to say about the Magic Tree
House® books:“Oh, man…the Magic Tree House series is really exciting!” —Christina“I like the
Magic Tree House series. I stay up all night reading them. Even on school nights!” —Peter“Jack
and Annie have opened a door to a world of literacy that I know will continue throughout the lives
of my students.” —Deborah H.“As a librarian, I have seen many happy young readers coming
into the library to check out the next Magic Tree House book in the series.” —Lynne H.#1:
DINOSAURS BEFORE DARK#2: THE KNIGHT AT DAWN#3: MUMMIES IN THE MORNING#4:
PIRATES PAST NOON#5: NIGHT OF THE NINJAS#6: AFTERNOON ON THE Ebook Library#7:
SUNSET OF THE SABERTOOTH#8: MIDNIGHT ON THE MOON#9: DOLPHINS AT
DAYBREAK#10: GHOST TOWN AT SUNDOWN#11: LIONS AT LUNCHTIME#12: POLAR
BEARS PAST BEDTIME#13: VACATION UNDER THE VOLCANO#14: DAY OF THE DRAGON
KING#15: VIKING SHIPS AT SUNRISE#16: HOUR OF THE OLYMPICS#17: TONIGHT ON THE
TITANIC#18: BUFFALO BEFORE BREAKFAST#19: TIGERS AT TWILIGHT#20: DINGOES AT
DINNERTIME#21: CIVIL WAR ON SUNDAY#22: REVOLUTIONARY WAR ON
WEDNESDAY#23: TWISTER ON TUESDAY#24: EARTHQUAKE IN THE EARLY
MORNING#25: STAGE FRIGHT ON A SUMMER NIGHT#26: GOOD MORNING,
GORILLAS#27: THANKSGIVING ON THURSDAY#28: HIGH TIDE IN HAWAIIFor a list of Magic
Tree House® Merlin Missions and other Magic Tree House® titles, visit .This is a work of fiction.
Names, characters, places, and incidents either are the product of the author’s imagination or
are used fictitiously. Any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, events, or locales is
entirely coincidental.Text copyright © 2003 by Mary Pope OsborneCover art and interior
illustrations copyright © 2003 by Sal MurdoccaAll rights reserved. Published in the United States
by Random House Children’s Books, a division of Penguin Random House LLC, New
York.Random House and the colophon are registered trademarks and A Stepping Stone Book
and the colophon are trademarks of Penguin Random House LLC. Magic Tree House is a
registered trademark of Mary Pope Osborne; used under license.Visit us on the Web!Library of
Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataOsborne, Mary Pope.High tide in Hawaii / by Mary
Pope Osborne ; illustrated by Sal Murdocca. — 1st ed.p. cm. — (Magic tree house ; #28) A
stepping stone book.Summary: Jack and Annie travel in their magic tree house back to a
Hawaiian island of long ago where they make friends, learn how to surf, and encounter a
tsunami.[1. Hawaii—History—Fiction. 2. Time travel—Fiction. 3. Magic—Fiction. 4. Brothers and
sisters—Fiction. 5. Tree houses—Fiction.] I. Murdocca, Sal, ill. II. Title. III. Series: Osborne, Mary
Pope. Magic tree house series; v #28.PZ7.O81167 Hi 2003 [Fic]—dc21 2002013781This
book has been officially leveled by using the F&P Text Level Gradient™ Leveling



System.Random House Children’s Books supports the First Amendment and celebrates the
right to read.v4.1ac2For Mel and DanaCoverMagic Tree House® LevelsOther TitlesTitle
PageCopyrightDedicationPrologue1. A Ship?2. Aloha!3. Sleepover4. Garden Paradise5. GO!6.
Shake-up7. Ride for Your Lives!8. The Big Wave9. Telling the Story10. Everyday MagicHawaii
TimetableMore Facts for Jack and Annie and You!Excerpt from Tsunamis and Other Natural
DisastersAbout the Author
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R. Day, “Another great story. High Tide in Hawaii (Magic Tree House 28)

  
  
I haven't been disappointed with any story in this series. They are educational adventure
stories. My 5 year old has learned a lot from each story. The basic story line is about a brother
and sister who find a magic tree house and fly to amazing places and times. They may not
always agree but they get along. Jack uses the reference books to learn about the place they
traveled to and Annie relies on her intuitions. Together they make a great team. Even the concept
of "using your instincts" and "check the available information" are important for kids to hear
verbalized.Often they have a mission and they need to solve a riddle or figure something out to
accomplish their goal. In this story they are looking for a special kind of "ship". They start out
looking for a boat but in the end they learn the ship they are looking for is friendship. Along the
way they actually found friendship with two Hawaiian children they had met. They learned about
surfing, Hawaiian hula dancing, tidal waves. They try primitive hawaiian foods and observe the
family working to make fabric from tree bark and food from plants.We listen to these stories
every time we are in the car. They are interesting enough to keep us grown ups interested even
when we hear the story several times. When we get a new set we listen to it and when we finish
it we start the series all over again. They are great fun. Jack and Annie are realistic kids that we
have gotten to know and like.”

Lisa C, “My grandson loves this book series! This title is .... My grandson loves this book series!
This title is hard to get at the library so I ordered it for him. When it arrived the book have cracks/
tears at the binding area in 2 places. But I couldn't return as my grandson was to excited to read
this volume. It would of upset him to have to wait for a return and get a new book.”

cox, “Another Great Book in a Great Series. The Magic Treehouse books are just fantastic. Our
five year old listens entranced as we read to him. Just enough adventure to keep him interested
without being "scary". As parents, we also enjoy the stories and want to keep turning the pages
to see what happens next.”

Belinda, “Excellent!. I read this book to my grandson during the recent volcano eruption in



Hawaii. It wasn’t planned, we were just reading them in order. We had such a good talk about
earthquakes and tsunamis, and since we live in California, he had already been taught about
earthquakes and I loved hearing his perspective on the science behind it! Thanks for inspiring
children everywhere to be adventurous and to read! I highly recommend this book and all of the
Magic Treehouse books. They have been a great source of information for my grandson and
have given us hours of precious time together.”

Gina Emacs, “Buy this book. My children have several books in this series (Magic Tree House). I
bought this one for my 9 year old. This one is about going back in time and learning about
friendship. It's a nice story.The only part I didn't like was the peer pressure for one character to
surf (a child who was afraid to surf) with no lessons or safety info. At least they did show some
danger in doing so later on in the story. (I don't think you should stop kids from learning new
sports but there should be parental supervision, "how to" lessons and safety
instructions.)Overall, I feel this is a great book.”

TulipDad, “Another great MTH book. My daughter loves animals like Annie”

Sylvia M. Swiderski, “excellent audio book. 6 year old niece listens intently on the way to school.
as soon as we get going anywhere she says: "a little Jack and Annie please." Very well read by
the author. Even I enjoy the audio books so much I bought 19 of the paperbacks. suggest
parents or grandparents try either audio books or books or both varieties. Thank you Mary Pope
Osborne.  I am going to try the Oddysey series now.”

Mr Nicholas Meredith, “Great kids books that are sneakily educational. We started reading the
magic tree house series after a trip to America where I think the books are more widely known.
The stories follow Jack and Annie on their travels through time to various places in history in a
magic tree house. The books are all 10 chapters in length and are all based around some form
of historic event or time. For example, we've read about the pyramids, ancient Greece, Pompei
and the wild west to name few.As much as the books are fun fictional stories, the subject matter
is factual and educational without children seeing it as such. Each story book does have an
accompanying fact book although I can't comment on these as we haven't bought them.They did
run an English version of the books (which are American based) for the first few although
eventually they went back to a common series. We're on book 22 now and I believe there's more
than 40.My 4 year old is too young to read them herself, although now she's learning to read at
school she does read some of the words. They're probably better suited to 6+ as actual reading
material. If like us though you're looking for a good bedtime series to get your teeth into then I
can't recommend them enough.”

akwilk, “Great Book Series. My 8 year old can't read these books fast enough. We love Magic
Tree House. It is a great series to read together or alone for the kids.”



howard71, “Four Stars. 6 year old enjoys it.”

JanieC, “Magic Tree House. My grandsons have fallen in love with the Magic Tree House books.
I got the Titanic one first as they are obsessed with anything Titanic. Now reading this one to
them and they get so excited they can hardly wait until the next night when we continue with the
story.Quick delivery.”

Ignacio A. Velo, “LIBRO PERFECTO PARA LOS PEQUES. Para los peques que ya tienen cierto
nivel de inglés y para los que están aprendiendo. He comprado este para ver si le gustaba y voy
a comprar tota la serie....¡¡¡¡”

The book by Mary Pope Osborne has a rating of 5 out of 4.9. 548 people have provided
feedback.
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